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February 2017 Edition (layout issues set)? ? ? FOR A LIMITED Period ONLY ? ?Buy the Paperback
and Obtain the eBook for FREE!? Give Me 1 DAY and We’ll DOUBLE Your Chances of SurvivalGive
me weekly and you’ll have a broad knowledge and knowledge of the emergencies you are likely
to encounter in a post-disaster world. Fighters and builders are essential, but there is no survivor
so useful and popular as the one who can help out when disease or damage strikes. or YOUR
CASH Back! The opportunity to care for the sick and harmed? That’s probably the most essential
preparations you may make.I’ve Spent My Life Honing My Own Skills as a Survivalist, and today
I’m Here showing YOU How You Can KEEP YOUR LOVED ONES HEALTHY AND ALIVEHi, We’m
Beau Griffin. I’m a specialist survivalist and I’ve had a lot of practice at living off the beaten route,
making my method with nothing but a set of basic equipment and my own experience to sustain
me.All it takes is time, attention and practice to transform the knowledge within these pages
right into a basic understanding of medical and diagnosis that may save even more lives than
you might think once medical attention is not any longer available.Survival Medicine that
WorksIn a Post-Disaster World, YOU COULD BE Worth Your Weight in Gold because the Only
Survivor with Medical KnowledgeAfter a tragedy, there’s a single, vital skill that very few
survivors will have.In this book, we’ll cover:· The golden rules of a first response to be sure your
individual survives· The main element items you’ll want relating to your disaster first aid kit· How
exactly to diagnose common maladies and injuries – and how exactly to help· And much, MUCH
more.If You Don't Read This Guidebook, You Risk LOSING LIVES TO ACCIDENT AND INJURY in a
Post-disaster WorldThe medical methods in this instruction have been which can work – a large
number of instances over! I’m likely to show you how you can be ready for the inevitable illness
and accidents that may occur after a disaster. I’ve examined out the territory and discovered by
doing and today I am here to put that knowledge to great use: teaching you how exactly to be the
emergency responder that you as well as your loved ones will require after a disaster.. That’s
how sure I am that I've the answer to your problem – I CAN save you lives after the grid will go
down.See the Difference in a single Week.As worthwhile prepper knows, thinking ahead and
planning ahead will enable you to live a good and healthy life completely off the grid.If you follow
the chapters in this guideline and feel forget about equipped to react to a post-disaster incident,
just click one switch within seven days and Amazon will return 100% of your money..Simply
scroll up and click on the BUY NOW button to start preparing your post-disaster medical skills,
today!
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bit over priced, ought to be $1. It's great Details, but pretty basic information if you curently have
a medical education. just a few pages of this book have any real value. the others is common
sense. in case you are pretty from it, then this reserve will help you a lot. for the rest of you, only
a few pages are gonna be worthwhile. Very Useful It is so hard to find a medical book it doesn't
end with "Get in touch with 911" at the end of the page. Images as well. Not at all what I expected
I thought it was likely to be more information about how to treat illnesses and injuries WITHOUT
contemporary medicine and products. This book includes a lot of guidelines and advises to
prepare yourself in the event of emergency and organic disasters. One Star Pretty lean and
simple.! Valuable information. Only to say, this reserve offers great worth and crucial info for
surviving. Explains how to act and when, and most significantly how. It's good details, but
nothing new to me! great knowledge I think everyone will need to have knowledge on the
fundamentals of medical. It's essentially a how to on setting up a little medical center and how to
use a number of the apparatus and supplies to take care of various situations. There are some
first help strategies that you can learn and apply quickly. This book also offers you great and
useful insights on keeping your health.! Save Tour Money We was hoping for a thing that
provided more information for true survival. Ok Some good information, could use more
information. Good info needs pictures This book has great set for but I in it had some pictures to
opt for. Complete waste of money. And I came across it! Or how exactly to pronounce them. I
wanted something besides the 'standard' first aid manuals. Good Guide! Good info for camping
Love this book Not a survival or prepper guide Doesn't inform you how to treat anything minus
the availability of modern medication and modern tools. Doesn't even tell you how to deal with a
fever without medication. Useless. Nothing new to me. I liked that the writer gave us specific
dosages to manage, but I dont know very well what hal of these madeications are.if there.step by
step instructions. Medical We thought it was an excellent read and can use in the foreseeable
future. Guess I believed it will be more in-depth info. This is a good publication if you want
information of fundamental wounds and sicknesses for when you can't just go directly to the
hospital. Good reserve though. Blah Boring. It’s like reading a dictionary Well Done has plenty of
real life scenarios I like the explanation of each disease or illness.some. I am extremely
impressed with this reserve, and the quantity of information that was so EASY to understand. It
really is quite lame, including the same stuff you will probably find in a boy scout initial aide
manual. Great Information!! More of a handout when compared to a book.99 not really what i
was expecting. I thought it would be even more informative. I really was surprised with the
content of the complete book, it is really nicely done.! Well worth reading.
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